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ABSTRACT | Thin-film electronics in its myriad forms has
underpinned much of the technological innovation in the fields
of displays, sensors, and energy conversion over the past four
decades. This technology also forms the basis of flexible elec-
tronics. Here we review the current status of flexible electronics
and attempt to predict the future promise of these pervading
technologies in healthcare, environmental monitoring, displays
and human–machine interactivity, energy conversion, manage-
ment and storage, and communication and wireless networks.
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I . INTRODUCTION
Ever evolving advances in thin-film materials and devices
have fueled many of the developments in the field of
flexible electronics. These advances have been comple-
mented with the development of new integration process-
es, enabling wafer-scale processes to be combined with
flexible substrates. This has resulted in a wealth of
demonstrators in recent years. Following substantial
development and optimization over many decades, thin-
film materials can now offer a host of advantages such as
low cost and large area compatibility, and high scalability
in addition to seamless heterogeneous integration.
Diodes and transistors are two of the most common
active thin-film devices used in a wide range of digital and
analog circuits, as well as for detection and energy gener-
ation. While they have been successfully used in flexible
platforms, their performance and applicability in systems
is limited by a number of factors, inevitability requiring
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use of exotic device architectures, consisting of highly
optimized geometries combined with integration of novel
materials. This has often facilitated tailoring of the elec-
tronic properties toward particular applications that
demonstrate vast improvements in form factor, though
typically at significant financial cost, which is unacceptable
at the en masse scale. Though such Bone-off[ devices are of
significant interest to the academic community, little has
been achieved in the way of full-scale system integration.
Indeed large-area simple devices, such as resistive and
inductive networks, have been demonstrated. In order to
achieve the goal of full-system integration in Bnext-
generation flexible systems[ a paradigm shift in design
and fabrication is necessary. The ethos of the conventional
integrated circuit (IC) manufacturer must be adjusted.
Notwithstanding, improved understanding in the material
growth/deposition, integration, and processing must cer-
tainly be advanced and such knowledge is often derived via
the speculative academic. Reduced cost, large area, roll-to-
roll, and flexible systems, such as low-cost flexible
displays, require conformal, distributed, and integrated
functionality, which is hitherto unavailable from more
traditional brittle material and device platforms. Such
functionality will certainly offer disruptive alternatives for
more established technologies that cumulatively represent
perhaps one of the world’s largest economic markets in
human history, while also facilitating the development of
distinctly niche markets that exploit these new capabilities
in truly unexpected applications. Just as the IC replaced
discrete circuit board electronics, flexible electronics
will almost inevitablyVby virtue of the ever-demanding
end-userVsupersede solid-state ICs, in particular, appli-
cations where form factors are important; though the
materials, technologies and devices necessary to achieve
this are still largely unclear to many.
This paper reviews the materials, design issues, and
technologies for next-generation flexible electronics, and
primarily considers future applications therein (Fig. 1).
We summarize the potential of flexible thin-film devices,
the limitations of particular materials with regard to
manufacturability, deposition issues, and monitoring
techniques that must be resolved and improved prior to
their wide adoption, with particular reference to a new
class of materials available to system designersVthe
nanomaterials. This paper is foremost organized from the
standpoint of applications, with some of the more
pertinent questions posing the materials engineer intro-
duced to stimulate discussion. We present examples of
potential applications of flexible electronics in various
societal sectors, including: healthcare; the automotive
industry; human–machine interfaces; mobile communi-
cations and computing platforms; embedded systems in
both living and hostile environments; as well as market-
specific applications, such as: human–machine interactiv-
ity, energy storage and generation, mobile communications
and networking, while touching on the application of
flexible electronics on ubiquitous computing platforms
throughout.
II . MATERIALS, TECHNOLOGIES, AND
INTEGRATION PROCESSES
The fundamental properties of thin-film materials, as well
as the quality of various device interfaces, give rise to
inherent limitations in device performance. For instance,
consider the ring oscillator. As one of the most essential
building blocks in many systems, it is fundamental to many
emerging technologies, such as radio-frequency identifi-
cation (RFIDs) tagging. A large number of design param-
eters influence the oscillation frequency of ring oscillators.
These include geometric attributes, parasitic capacitance,
and the supply voltage. However, these adjustments are
often dwarfed by the inherent performance limitations of
the transistors. Considering the field-effect mobility as a
key performance indicator, one can populate a stage delay
Vs mobility map to illustrate the mobility dependency of
operating speed of ring oscillators using common semi-
conductors, as shown in Fig. 2. The indicated values are
from a variety of sources [1]–[21] and the observed scatter
is indicative of typical variation in device layout, parasitic
capacitance, and supply voltage. Despite this, an overall
distinction can be made between different classes of
materials.
Fig. 1. Next-generation flexible electronics systems and the key
relevant sectors, the underlying materialsVsuch as the industry
pervading, historically relevant and standard aluminium, silicon,
germanium, and silver, as well as more exotic low-dimensional
materials including nanowires, quantum dots, and nanotubesVall
of which will be necessary to facilitate the development and the
exploitation of disruptive applications in the fields of human
interactivity, computation, displays, energy generation, and
storage as well as electronic textiles.
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The field-effect mobility itself is a function of a
number of parameters. As well as material’s band mobility
[22] and the quality of the dielectric/semiconductor in-
terface, it is also influenced by the contact resistance [23],
[24] and the dynamic characteristics of the thin-film
transistor (TFT) [25].
Although it is desirable to use thin-film materials with
the highest possible mobility, issues of cost and scalability
play critical roles in material selection. For instance, the
two highest mobility materials (Fig. 2) are polycrystalline
silicon (poly-Si) and semiconducting metal oxides (MOx).
Currently, MOx are costly due to the global localization
and shortage of indium [26], [27]. Despite the availability
of low-cost Si, the fabrication process of poly-Si is also
rather costly, due to postdeposition processing require-
ments in large-area applications [28]–[30].
Incorporating nanowires (NWs), carbon nanotubes
(CNTs), graphene or other nanomaterials within semicon-
ducting thin films allow tailoring of their properties [31],
[32]. Devices based on such composites typically exhibit
enhanced electrical performance, such as higher field-
effect mobility and subthreshold slope, leading to lower
operating voltagesVan important consideration in low-
power circuit design. Moreover, the composite nature of
the thin films affects their mechanical properties [33], [34],
and the TFT durability when subjected to mechanical stress:
an essential requirement for truly flexible electronics.
In addition to the aforementioned device performances
and costs, their stability when subjected to prolonged
electrical [35] or optical bias [36], [37] is critically impor-
tant. For instance, although Fig. 2 depicts a marginal
performance variation between microcrystalline (mc-Si),
nanocrystalline (nc-Si), and amorphous silicon (a-Si) on
the global scale, the stability of TFTs when subjected to
electrical bias and/or illumination is considerably differ-
ent. Through engineering mixed-phased heterogeneous
materials, it is possible to achieve higher degrees of stabi-
lity compared with conventional a-Si [38].
Recently, novel fabrication techniques have allowed
TFTs to harness the potential of 1-D semiconductors,
such as CNT and NWs, as well as 2-D semiconductors
and dielectrics such as graphene [39], [40] and molyb-
denum disulfide (MoS2) [41] and hexagonal boron nitride
(h-BN) monolayers [42]. These devices exhibit remark-
able properties, though further progress is critical before
they can be commercialized in flexible circuits and integ-
rated systems.
Fabrication methods also have an important effect on
the characteristics, cost, and stability. For example, instead
of using a high mobility material to achieve high device
transconductance, it is possible to adjust the architecture.
Employing short channel lengths is one way to achieve
this. In conventional planar TFTs, the channel length is
ultimately limited by the diffraction limit in the photoli-
thography process. Vertical transistors, where the channel
length is set by the thickness of the semiconductor, have
been demonstrated as to achieve submicrometer channel
lengths, paving the way for high transconductance devices
using conventional materials such as a-Si.[43].
Alternative approaches have also been developed to
fabricate organic submicrometer TFTs uniformly over
large areas [44]. One such approach is based on a novel
edge effect that is induced by spin-coating a polymer
onto a prepatterned structure, as shown in Fig. 3. Poly-
mer TFTs, with channel widths as narrow as 400 nm, can
be fabricated by this method, with a mobility of
5  103 cm2=V  s and on/off current ratio of 106
using poly (9, 9-dioctylfluorene-co-bithiophene) (F8T2)
[44]. One key advantage of this method is it facilitates the
use of low-resolution patterning techniques, such as
shadow masking, to create highly reproducible submicro-
meter features thereby obviating more conventional, time-
consuming lithographic processes. This, combined with
inkjet printing, provides an exciting opportunity to apply
on-demand material deposition and desktop programma-
ble wiring of ad hoc patterns. The latter has already been
demonstrated for CNT and graphene-based inks [45], [46].
Though rather exotic, such innovative fabrication techni-
ques will facilitate the technologies’ widespread usage for
fabrication of TFT with high transconductance.
Few novel processes have been developed to fabricate
solution processable TFTs with one-step self-aligned
dimensions in all functional layers [47]. The TFT-channel,
semiconducting materials, and effective gate dimension
were controlled by a one-step imprint process and subse-
quent pattern transfer, without the need for multiple
patterning and mask alignment, as shown in Fig. 4. Both
p- and n-type organic TFTs have been demonstrated using
this method. In the case of n-type TFTs, Li et al. [47]
reported that 20 transistors were fabricated without
process optimization, with a yield of 100% and a variation
Fig. 2. Correlation in the field-effect mobility of TFTs and switching
speed of inverter-based ring oscillators. A general trend can be
observed across different classes of thin-film semiconductors despite
the large scatter associated with variation in device attributes,
parasitic capacitances, and supply voltages. Data taken from [1]–[21].
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in mobility and on/off current ratio of a factor of 3 and 5,
respectively. All the used techniques (i.e., imprinting, wet/
dry etching, and inkjet printing) are already available in
roll-to-roll processes. The demonstrated high-resolution
features, mask-alignment-free process, and compatibility
to roll-to-roll fabrication show that these, and similar
techniques are commercially attractive, inexpensive, and
ready to use. It is expected that these methods can be
extended to the level of integrated complementary metal–
oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) circuit fabrication.
Diodes constitute another important class of active
electronic devices. Apart from their ubiquitous application
in electronic circuits, they can be used as photodiodes or
photovoltaic (PV) solar cells, depending on their mode of
operation. They can also work as light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) to generate illumination. Thin-film diodes can be
incorporated within systems to enhance their functional-
ity. For example, thin-film LEDs can be painted on the
internal façades of building as an alternative to traditional
single-point illumination, providing future architecture
with additional means of lighting design.
With anticipated developments in alternative means of
energy generation, such as fusion power, the role of PVs is
likely to be targeted for niche applications. Solar cells can
also be incorporated within mechanically flexible, field-
deployable self-sustaining systems.
All real-world systems are based on devices with
proven manufacturability, at low cost. This is a nontrivial
achievement that normally is established in pilot product
plants, rather than laboratories where the initial concepts
were first demonstrated.
Any manufacturable device has four essential
characteristics:
• superior and prespecified performance, with
reproducibility, uniformity, and reliability;
• high yield to acceptable tolerance;
• simulations exist for both reverse engineering
during development and right-first-time design;
• proven adequate in-service lifetime.
For electronics, optoelectronics, and sensing with
nanoscale structures, all four characteristics are challeng-
ing to establish. Consider nanotubes or nanoscale wires
more generally, or even quantum dots. Anything patterned
in two dimensions on the nanometer scale experiences a
limiting scale, set by the statistical variability of sets of
small numbers ðN  1=
p
NÞ, below which six-sigma
manufacture may be impossible, and is certainly ambi-
tious. When etching or deposition is used to add or remove
Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of a TFT fabrication process by a
self-aligned, one-step, multilayered patterning. Adapted from [47].
Fig. 3. Schematic illustrating the fabrication of short channel
transistors using spin-coating-induced edge effect (I, side view) and
the specific process used for TFT fabrication (II, top view). Adapted
from [44].
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individual atoms to, or from, structures, this limit appears
at the 7-nm half-pitch. For arrays of nanometer half-pitch,
 ¼ 12%, highlighting a clearly intolerable variation for
the electronic transport or optical properties of arrays
made of elements with such intrinsic variability. Even if we
could successfully fabricate such arrays by heroic proces-
sing, at very high cost, one must noteVatom by atom with
a force microscope of sortsVthat there would never be
such an array to write, store, or read information as the
electrons and photons would leak extensively over
extremely short timescales [48].
Consider quantum wires. Adequate control over the
cross-section area from wire to wire is difficult, as it is for
any regularity in the spacing of the wires across the sub-
strate. Until these are achieved, any ideas based on any-
thing other than their prevailing bulk properties is
practically impossible. Computer models of these wires
are primitive and certainly not adequate for producing a
right-first-time designVthe incorporation of detailed
boundary conditions is inadequate, and interwire interac-
tions are not treated with any suitable regard. The grand
challenge is to produce an array, or even a single wire, that
has precisely 15% variation in its properties across an
array. Only small stresses during in-life operation are suf-
ficient to have atoms move or conductivities change, so
that 103 hours with less than 5% change in the device
operation is harder to achieve, especially if high local
powers are involved.
The same problems arise, but for different reasons,
when considering the bottom-up or self-assembly process.
Very few of the molecules used in self-assembly are avail-
able at the 5-nines (99.999%) purity level which is implied
by a six-sigma manufacturing quality. It may also be that
approximately spherical molecules will not be suitable for
connected arraysVit is likely that the individual molecular
elements of the arrays will need Bhandles[ to assist in the
subsequent wiring of an array for electronic addressing. In
the 3–7-nm diameter range for these molecules, the ability
to align such nonspherical arrays with a sufficiently small
standard deviation in the in-plane orientation of the
Bhandles[ is also a challenge for future research.
The proof of manufacturability is intimately linked
with the intrinsic physics and materials science at the
nanoscale. Any establishment of device manufacturability
must come from the science and engineering laboratory
before moving into pilot production plant. This is a culture
change which is not happening. Fewer than 1% of papers
in nanotechnology literature contain the worlds Byield,[
Breproducibility,[ or Blifetime.[ It seems timely for such a
culture change so that the end-to-end efficiency, i.e., from
device concept to real product, can be improved. Why
persist with the science of something that is intrinsically
unmanufacturable? However, such arguments apply only
to applications where the individual nanostructures are
acting as discrete elements of an array. Clearly, if one is
using the average of a cluster of such structures, then
nanoscale electronics are clearly viable and the statistics of
the average properties are perhaps more pertinent. Even
in presence of such challenges, there is an increasing
number of extremely promising applications, protoypes,
and demonstrators based on nanomaterials, in electronics
[49], photonics [50], [51], and optoelectronics [52].
Transferable and composite nanomaterials offer a range
of desired electrical, physical, and (bio)chemical proper-
ties. However, the dimensions required to derive these
properties often impose limitations on the tools used in
their growth. A key challenge to exploit the full potential of
such an approach is to understand the principles that guide
the design and functionality of individual nanostructures,
as well as the heterogeneous, interconnected networks
based on nanostructures. A family of high-aspect ratio 1-D
and layered 2-D nanomaterials, including metal and
semiconducting and metallic nanowires, CNTs, graphene,
h-BN, transition-metal chalcogenides and oxides, with a
wide range of properties, have emerged as highly promising
candidates for applications in flexible electronics. One of
the most attractive aspects is that various nanostructures
grow via mechanisms based on self-organization. No ex-
pensive lithography is required to access the nanoscale
dimensions, hence the novel properties available at the
scales. Though individual nanoscale devices, as discussed
previously, are quite possibly nonmanufacturable, the thin-
film Bmean[ characteristics are, and to derive some under-
standing of these mean properties requires some deeper
understanding of the individual nanoscopic elements.
Novel heterostructures can be grown at an atomistic level
and the as-grown, high-quality materials can be used as
building blocks for further self-assembly. It has been shown
that these low-dimensional structures can be transferred to
any arbitrary substrates via various wet chemical processing
processes. It is possible to thereby tailor composite
materials over many size scales, as well as to incorporate
a wide range of materials such as inorganic and metal
nanoparticles, organic molecules/nanostructures, and poly-
mers. These assemblies will become pivotal architectural
elements for future flexible electronics. The overall
properties are defined not only by the properties of the
individual nanostructures, but also, and often more im-
portantly, by their interfaces and contacts. The properties
of the nanostructures themselves closely relate to the
detailed structure and interface/environment.
A central question therefore is how well the process of
self-organization, assembly, and processing can be con-
trolled at scalable production level to achieve reproducible
material properties. Although most of these novel nanoma-
terials can be synthesized already, the fundamental mecha-
nisms that govern the self-organization remain largely
unknown. Hence, most processing in this field is guided by
empirical, individual calibrations that often do not
transfer. Historically, early examples of superior functions
in composites, due to nanostructures, include ancient
Damascus sabres and Hessian wares [53], [54]. The recipes
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to manufacture these materials were found by chance and
only now, thousands of years later, we can characterize
these materials with sufficient resolution to reveal that
they contain nanostructures [55], [56]. However, even
now we can often only resolve and adequately characterize
nanomaterials at a postprocess stage and not under actual
in situ reactor or device operation conditions. Hence, we
are left to speculate what atomic mechanisms actually
govern their growth or behavior in real devices. To unlock
the full potential of nanomaterials, new experimental
techniques are required that can reveal atomistic detail
under realistic and operational conditions. Substantial
progress has been made recently in developing such in situ
metrology, in particular, for heterogeneous catalysis [57].
Such in situ probes range from environmental transmission
and scanning electron microscopy [58]–[60], high-
pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [61], [62],
in situ X-ray scattering and diffraction techniques, and
in situ scanning probes and optical spectroscopy tech-
niques [57]. The recent advent of this in situ metrology has
led to numerous breakthroughs in nanostructure catalysis
and operation. Hence, further development, complemen-
tary combination, and wider availability are key to the
future emergence of many, if not all, known nanomaterials.
The materials and technologies behind flexible sub-
strates are an important consideration for flexible electro-
nics. Perhaps two of the main flexible substrate candidates
are plastic and stainless steel. Although stainless steel is
compatible with standard deposition temperatures, it
results in a substantially heavier system due to its higher
mass densityVa critical consideration for portable flexible
technologies. Also, stainless steel is not particularly
deformable, and is thus unsuitable for many applications,
in particular, wearable electronics [63], [64]. Plastic
substrates are lighter and deformable alternatives. Sub-
strates need to be solvent resistant, so that standard optical
photolithography process can be used. Additional substrate
requirements include low cost (allowing large area, mass
production), and moisture resistance. Table 1 compares
some of the more critical properties of some key plastic
substrates [65].
One of the main challenges facing plastic as a next-
generation substrate is the substantially reduced processing
temperature window. The maximum fabrication tempera-
ture, shown in Table 1, is related to the glass transition
temperature above which inelastic deformation takes place
and the substrate no longer retains its original dimension,
essential for photolithography. For example, polyethylene
naphthalate (PEN) satisfies all requirements and tolerates
temperatures as high as 160 C. More recently, a number of
electronic devices and circuits have been demonstrated,
utilizing paper as a substrate and/or as a gate dielectric
[13], [66]. Such approaches lead to electronic devices with
the potential for en masse integration at low cost, which are
also disposable and fully recyclable.
III . HOLISTIC SYSTEM DESIGN
Although research base provides the foundations of future
flexible technologies, these advances can only transform
into commercial products if technological innovation prog-
resses from laboratory, with the explicit view of exploring
potential applications and ultimately embody these in
products. Often pioneering research has had an expectation
Table 1 Comparison of possible plastic substrate for thin-film deposition [65]. CTE Denotes the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion. TMax denotes a
maximum deposition temperature
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of future commercial application, albeit in the distant
future. These expectations can only be satisfied if the needs
of potential end-users and consumers of this technology are
considered from early stages of research. In the case of
flexible thin films such end-user requirements are clear and
discussed earlier in the paper. However, the challenge lies
in the successful integration of these technologies.
Throughout the 20th century, industrial designers have
supported firms to ensure that new technologies, particu-
larly disruptive technologies such as flexible electronics, are
embodied in forms that can be commercialized. Earlier
pioneers of industrial design, such as Peter Behrens, a
German architect who worked closely with Allgemeine
Elektrizitats Gesellschaft in the early 1900s, have helped
turn radical new technologies into products for mass con-
sumption. In the mid-20th century, Dieter Rams formalized
the design excellence principles, as outlined in Table 2, to
guide the future generations of industrial designers.
We can see that designers play a critical role in turning
technology into products, and the same approach cannot
be absent from the future generation of products based on
thin-film flexible electronics. There is substantial anec-
dotal [68] and empirical [69], [70] evidence of the value of
industrial design in the development of new technology in
industry. We all experience this first hand when we
interact with products that combine the changes enabled
by new technology with elegance, beauty, and simplicity
(e.g. see Fig. 5). However, it is less common for designers
to work with scientists who are creating tomorrow’s
technologies. For example, in the United Kingdom, the
2005 Cox Review recognized that two key strengths of the
United Kingdom are disjointedVthe national design
capability and the science base: Btechnology that is not
carried through into improved systems or successful
products is opportunity wasted[ [71]. More recently, the
2007 Sainsbury Review highlighted how Bthe use of design
helps scientists to develop commercial applications for
their work while it is still at the research stage or at the
outset of the technology transfer process[ [72].
The challenge of commercializing breakthrough flex-
ible-based electronic technologies is evident in the case of
plastic LEDs. Pioneering research, at Cambridge Univer-
sity, resulted in a patent for P-LEDs in 1989. Some 20
years later, flexible plastic displays are only just beginning
to gain low-to-medium-scale usage [73]. Following the
initial scientific breakthrough, the technology was devel-
oped to enable improved performance, but also to enable
robust manufacturing. Designers were quick to explore the
potential of such deformable displays in conceiving a wide
range of future product concepts (e.g., Philips Bfluid[
smartphone concept [74], Fig. 6), however few such de-
vices have successfully made it to the market.
In addition to the expected contribution of designers in
supporting, and even driving, the commercialization of
novel technologies, there is significant scope for industrial
Fig. 6. Philips ‘‘fluid’’ smartphone concept.
Fig. 5. Braun radio, Apple iPod, Apple iPhone, and Braun calculator.
Table 2 The Design Principles of Dieter Rams From Braun. Adopted and expanded
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design to have a direct impact on the underlying research.
When involved early in the scientific research process,
designers can challenge the research direction and support
scientists in exploring, demonstrating, and communicating
potential future applications. However, designers may
support scientific research in a variety of other ways. These
perhaps include the following.
1) By assisting in the fabrication and development of
models and prototypes: The designer’s skills in
model making, prototyping, and computer-aided
design (CAD), and their knowledge of materials
and manufacturing processes can benefit scien-
tists by allowing them to quickly evaluate ideas
in reality, demonstrate the feasibility of con-
cepts, and provide evidence to support funding
applications.
2) Bringing the perspective of users and the marketplace
to research: The designer’s focus on the needs,
motivations, and behaviors of users and consider-
ation of market requirements can speed up the
process of commercialization and help to focus
research objectives.
3) Communicating the potential of new technology to
investors and other nonscientific stakeholders: By
visualizing Bmarket ready[ embodiments of po-
tential future applications, industrial designers
can help to communicate the key benefits of new
technology in an engaging way that can be under-
stood by a wider audience.
4) Exploring and demonstrating applications for new
technology: Industrial designers can challenge
what scientists believe the potential applications
of their technology might be, and support the
development of demonstrators. Designers are also
able to embody the Bunique selling points[ of
technology in applications.
5) Identifying routes to commercialization: Designers
may be able to provide support for scientists
struggling to gain investment in the development
of new technology, by identifying new routes to
market or lines of scientific enquiry.
6) Providing early insight into practical issues: By
attempting to make objects, industrial designers
can help to identify the practical capabilities and
limitation of new materials, and highlight any
potential issues which may arise in scaling up new
technologies (both in terms of physical size and
volume).
7) Influencing the research direction: By identifying
practical challenges for technologies to overcome
in order to achieve application, industrial de-
signers can potentially influence the direction of
research.
Designers, in discourse with engineers, have a power-
ful role to play in supporting scientists in taking break-
through ideas from the laboratory into commercial
products. However, this important resource is often und-
erutilized and the potential for design is frequently not
recognized. It is rare for the scientist to involve such de-
sign expertise unless they have already progressed some
way toward commercialization. In the following sections,
we present examples of applications where flexible sys-
tems may offer enhanced functionality and that are likely
to emerge as market-adjusting technologies.
IV. HEALTHCARE
Flexibility in electronic materials is very attractive for
medical and bioengineering. Living organisms are intrin-
sically flexible and malleable. Thus, flexibility is a neces-
sity for successful integration of electronics in biological
systems. Furthermore, in order to carry out daily tasks,
flexibility is less likely to hinder over stiffness [75]. Re-
cently, some electronics have been integrated into human
bodies [75]–[78]. One example is the bionic eye [79]. Here
a vision-compromised patient requires an electrically
active addressable matrix array, with each unit or pixel
recording an image and transmitting this to the patient via
the optic nerve [77]. Such technology is not restricted to
vision, and is applicable to many other types of sensation.
The bionic ear, shown in Fig. 7, offers an ideal
platform for flexible thin-film electronics. In auditory
systems, in particular inside the cochlear, the basal mem-
brane of the organ oscillation is key for listening and fine
tuning. With a unique stiffness and geometry, a thin film
coupled together with pressure sensing arrays acts as a
biomimicking auditory system. At a specific frequency and
sound pressure, the basal membrane vibrates at a specific
location with predefined amplitude [80]. A microarray
Fig. 7. A bionic ear. Ear diagram by Salvatore Vuono
(permission obtained).
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pressure sensor can be activated for each specific
location, emitting a signal of known pitch and loudness,
mimicking the incident sound. Small piezoelectric struc-
tures (2–5 m tall) can also be integrated, thereby
forming an in-built feedback loop. Normally human ears
can fine tune to cancel Bnoise[ and isolate specific sounds
of interest. Such feedback mechanisms can oscillate the
membrane, so that it vibrates increasingly at a specific
frequency, which can amplify the Bsignal[ of interests,
while canceling other Bnoise[ with proximal frequency. In
comparison to the current cochlea implant [78], [81], this
mechanism allows much wider frequency and sound level
to be sensed, much like a real ear.
Further applications of microarray systems based on
such flexible thin-film technology is as a facilitator for
artificial noses and tongues, as shown in Fig. 8. Sensory
receptors in olfactory (nose) and gustatory (taste) systems
have a range of chemical receptors. Many of these recep-
tors sense particular chemical properties, including acid-
ity, salt concentration, and enzyme affinity. The frequency
of neurons firing is often sensed in proportion to the
magnitude of the Btaste[ or Bsmell[ [80]. Sourness, salti-
ness, as well as subtypes of sweetness are recognized as
pH, alkaline metal, or calcium ions, respectively [82],
where these parameters can be extracted by some state-of-
the-art electrical impedance analyzer. Molecular com-
pounds, such as sugar or Bumami[ precursors can also be
converted by enzymes and transducers into measurable
electrical signals [83], [84].
Subcutaneous implantation of such thin films,
equipped with pH, temperature, pressure, or particular
enzyme sensors would be a breakthrough in medicine in
terms of real-time patient monitoring and quality of life
improvement. If such systems were to be implemented
they would be capable of monitoring the elemental content
of the patients’ blood, thereby extracting valuable data
noninvasively. If applied to the wounded on site, critical
information on the recovery and survival rate as well as the
treatment plan would be instantaneously available, while
providing more traditional structural support by being
integrated into a bandage, for example. Furthermore, these
thin films can also be integrated into bed linen and patient
dormitories, and can operate in similar ways to monitor
and identify abnormalities in body temperature, as well as
sweat elemental analysis. As with the lab-on-a-chip (LOC)
applications, these thin films will become a key component
of our approach to next-generation healthcare. Heat distri-
bution in the body, sweat content, and frequency or pos-
tural pressure on part of the body can all reveal vital
information on pathological symptoms or recovering
stages.
Also in terms of medical technology, flexible electron-
ics can be installed outside the human body as a diagnostic
and monitoring tool. For example, similar heat, humidity,
salt, or pressure sensor arrays can be used as a bed sheet
and monitor a patient in real time. The body heat distribu-
tion, sweat content, and frequency or postural pressure on
part of the body can all reveal vital information on patho-
logical symptoms or recovering stages.
Flexible thin films could also play a key role in deci-
phering the thought processes occurring in the brain.
Understanding the underlying neural network and its
impact on the physiology and actions of an individual have
been the center of many neuroscientists’ research, with
significant cultural and societal impact. Although different
imaging techniques exist today, such as near infrared
(NIR) spectroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, and
electroenchephalograms, most of these commonly used
cognitive tests have limited versatility. Using thin-film
multifunctional pixel arrays composed of NIR diodes, de-
tectors, inductors, heat sensors, and electrodes would
allow high-resolution multipurpose imaging and stimula-
tion. More importantly, the simultaneously acquired data
will give increasing insights on neural signal propagation,
processing, and storage mechanisms.
Novel materials are now available that are robust,
optically transparent, flexible, and yet electrically active.
These include: ZnO-based power generation [85]–[87],
thin-film oscillators and wireless power transferring sys-
ems [14], [88], and thin-film energy storage and batteries
[89], [90]. These examples hint at the possibility of a
futuristic deformable film where health monitoring, data
processing, data communications, and energy generation
and storage can be achieved on a single polymeric plat-
form. However, routes to the control and interaction of the
liquid sensing environment with these flexible systems
must still be addressed.
LOC is one of the most important microsystems for
next-generation healthcare, with promising applications in
microanalysis, drug development, diagnosis of illness, and
disease [91]–[93]. It is envisaged that flexible LOCs may
form in situ, plaster-like, wearable health diagnostics and
drug delivery. LOCs typically consist of microfluidics,
sensors and, in some cases, drive and analysis electronics.
Integration of microfluidics and sensors on a single flexible
platform can greatly enhance the efficiency of biochemical
reactions and the sensitivity of detection, increase the
Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the active sensor matrix thin film
for the artificial nose and tongue.
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reaction/detection speed, and reduce the potential cross
contamination, fabrication time, and cost. However, fabri-
cation techniques of microfluidics and sensors are differ-
ent, making the integration of the two main components
complicated, thereby largely increasing the system cost,
particularly on polymer-based substrates.
Micropumps and mixers employing surface acoustic
waves (SAWs) as actuation mechanisms are attractive
alternatives from an integration perspective [94]. They
offer great potential for microfluidic applications, as they
are based on low-cost ZnO piezoelectric thin films that can
be deposited on commercially available Si and deformable
substrates. SAW-based micropumps and micromixers are
simple in structure and fabrication, are inexpensive, and
function as active pumping and mixing devices without any
moving parts. They have proven reliable and effective [94].
SAW devices have been reported on nanocrystalline ZnO
thin films deposited on Si substrates using RF sputtering
[95]. No direct integration on flexible polymeric substrates
have yet to emerge, though this burgeoning field is certain to
bloom in time following various technological advance-
ments. When an alternating current (ac) signal at the
intrinsic resonant frequency is applied to an interdigited
transducer, acoustic waves are generated, through the
piezoelectric effect [95], and travel on the surface, as shown
in Fig. 9. Coupling of acoustic waves into a liquid induces
acoustic streaming and motion of a droplet if in contact with
a suitably hydrophobic surface. When the surface energy of
the SAW device is reduced, using a self-assembly monolayer
perhaps, the acoustic wave can be effectively used to pump
droplets. Higher order mode waves, e.g., the Sezawa wave
[96], are more effective in streaming and transportation of
microdroplets. A SAW device on a ZnO island has also been
used in [96] to pump and mix liquids remotely, thus
avoiding direct contact of the extremely reactive ZnO film
with biochemical solutions.
ZnO-based SAW devices have been utilized for
biosensing [97]. Their well-defined resonant frequency
decreases once additional mass is attached to the surface,
where the sensitivity of the acoustic devices is proportional
to the operating frequency. The high-frequency Sezawa
wave of devices was used to detect reactions between
prostate antigens and its antibodies. The shift of resonant
frequency was found to increase as the concentration of
the prostate antigens increases, indicating the potential for
early stage prostate cancer detection, as shown in Fig. 10
[97]. However, SAW sensors are relatively large, which
limits their resonant frequency and hence their sensitivity.
Increased sensitivity is offered by thin-film bulk
acoustic resonator (FBAR) sensors [98]. These work simi-
larly to quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs). FBARs con-
sist of a piezoelectric film (e.g., ZnO and AlN) sandwiched
between two metal electrodes to which a microwave signal
is applied.
The acoustic waves generated by the microwave signals
are used in a similar way as in QCMs [99]. However, in
FBARs, resonant frequencies in the gigahertz range are
utilized, whereas in QCMs, they are limited to a few
megahertz. Hence, FBARS are potentially much more
sensitive. They also have the added advantage that because
of their much smaller size they can be used for array
sensing, are relatively inexpensive to manufacture, and are
compatible with traditional CMOS. A typical FBAR
structure is shown in Fig. 11. The response of the FBARs
mass-loading from bovine serum albumin (BSA), using
Fig. 10. (a) SAW sensor. (b) Frequency shift as a function of
PSA concentration.
Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of interaction between surface acoustic
wave and a liquid droplet and defining the Rayleigh angle ().
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physically adsorbed protein coatings, has been investi-
gated. The response is shown in Fig. 12. For a FBAR
resonating at 1.5 GHZ, a 3 orders of magnitude increase in
response was observed compared with a QCM, for a given
BSA concentration.
These results clearly demonstrate the feasibility of
using a single actuation mechanism for both microfluidics
and sensing. They also show the suitability of acoustic
waves for LOC applications. This greatly simplifies the
fabrication and operation of these microsystems, and en-
hances their sensitivity and performance.
Although various technologies have emerged as viable
candidates for biologically compatible electronic interfaces
and LOC structures, little has been achieved by way of full-
scale interaction and the next challenge is to fabricate such
structures on deformable plastic substrates. Preliminary
work on this is currently ongoing [100], [101].
V. AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
The combustion reaction has fueled the development of
humanity since the discovery of fire. The main reasons for
the ubiquity of combustion are twofold. The first one
relates to its intrinsic mass and volume energy densities.
For example, 1 kg of crude oil contains nearly 50 MJ of
chemical potential energy. The second one relates to
storage and portability. Crude oil happens to be liquid at
surface conditions, making it easy to store, transport, and
convert, which is fundamental for applications such as
transportation. As a comparison, Li-ion batteries provide
about 0.5 MJ/kg [102]. However, new battery chemistries,
pressure for lower CO2 emissions, and lightweight designs
are contributing toward the electric alternative.
Although electric vehicles trace their invention to the
mid-1800s [103], their widespread adoption has not yet
materialized. This is partly due to the high energy density
(J/kg) of fossil fuel compared to the batteries [104] with
the implication that electric vehicles require unfeasibly
heavy and large batteries to store equivalent energy as a
tank of fuel. As well as low energy density, batteries suffer
from low power density (W/kg) leading to electric vehicles
with comparatively low performance when compared to
equivalent fuel powered vehicles [105]. Despite these
issues, increasingly scarce fossil fuel resources, as well as
environmental incentives, have increased the adoption of
electric vehicles [106], fueling research and development
in this field.
Advances in thin-film battery technology through the
use of nanostructures for enhanced energy density [107]
and hybrid supercapacitor allowed increased energy and
power densities [108]. Lightweight substrates, such as
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and paper, have led to a
reduction in battery weight. Furthermore, recent devel-
opments in the structure of batteries [109]–[112] has
resulted in their seamless integration within the carbon-
fiber frames of electric vehicles, leading to significant
overall weight and space savings. Flexible, thin-film
technology is especially beneficial in this instance, as it
allows batteries to be moulded into suitable shapes at
relatively low costs. Fig. 13 shows a schematic of a flexible
thin-film battery on a PET substrate.
Flexible thin-film technology may also find applica-
tions in road signs [113] and markings [114]. Intelligent
roads will be engineered with the aim of improving road
safety, lowering road congestion and energy consumption.
The road and vehicle will be able to interact to dynamically
adjust either party to energetically optimize their systems.
The advantage of flexible thin-film technology is its
mechanical durability and ease of inexpensive integration
within the existing road networks.
VI. DISPLAYS AND HUMAN–MACHINE
INTERACTIVITY
Improving user experiences with electronic devices
requires a continuous technological development toward
flexible, deformable architectures, including displays,
processors, memories, and other vital electronic compo-
nents. Such designs will enable wearable, interactive,
portable devices. Possibly the key component here is the
display. Several flexible prototypes have been presented by
different commercial entities over the past few years [115],Fig. 12. Resonant frequency shift as a function of BSA concentration.
Fig. 11. Typical thin-film FBAR structure.
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[116], most commonly using inkjet printing fabrication of
functional polymer devices with metallic nanoparticle-
based interconnects [116]–[120]. Advancement of print-
able polymers and devices for flexible architectures has
also been explored using other nanostructures, such as
NWs [121], CNTs [45], [122], and graphene [46].
The advent of touchscreen-enabled devices means fur-
ther improvement in user-device interaction. An impor-
tant aspect in the overall user experience now primarily
revolves around the display itself. In this context, nonvi-
sual interaction with displayed information is a vital
element for next-generation display-centric devices. These
are necessarily heading toward flexible form factors. New
interaction technologies for touchscreens are continuously
being developed and commercialized, for example, multi-
touch gestures [123], [124]. However, these still fail to
provide 100% satisfaction in terms of user experience,
since they only give real-time visual feedback, requiring
significant cognitive efforts. Current solutions for lower
cognitive effort touch interfaces, in particular, vibration-
enabled feedback, generate simple, monolithic vibrations
(through vibramotors [125], [126], impact actuators [127],
[128], or piezo-based [129] feedback systems) over the
entire device, without conveying explicit interaction
information to the user. In this context, flexible displays
with location-specific, real-time textural feedback that
mimic the display itself can truly revolutionize the user
interface ecosystem.
There have been several attempts at location-specific
perception for general purpose electronic devices, most
notably, using an array of electrodes through electro-
cutaneous stimulation (i.e., passing a small current from
electrodes to the afferent nerve fibers in the user’s finger
to generate perceptive stimulation [130], [131]). However,
such an architecture is incompatible with the current
generation of display-centric devices, which inherently
dictates that the feedback must come from the display
surface itself without visually obstructing it [129].
One simple way to achieve haptic feedback without
obscuring the display itself is to use Belectrovibration,[ a
phenomenon reported over 50 years ago [132], [133]. This
was described as Bproducing a characteristic feeling when
a metal, connected to an ac power line and covered by a
thin insulator, is touched, which disappears when the
power line is disconnected[ [133]. This has later been
explained through electrostatic interaction between touch
surface and finger [134]. As users slide their fingers on the
surface, the applied time-varying potential induces
intermittent attractive and repulsive electrostatic forces
between the buried conducting layer and the finger. This
electrostatic attraction varies the normal contact force
between user’s skin and surface and, in turn, modulates
the dynamic friction and touch perception [132], [135].
Subsequent studies indicate correlations between the na-
ture of the applied electrical signal to the buried
conductor and the touch perception, promising a reason-
ably realistic programmable touch surface [134], [135].
Flexibility of such devices is strongly limited by conven-
tional transparent conductors (TC), dominated by brittle
metal–oxide–semiconductors [135], [136]. Graphene,
being the ideal flexible TC, coated with a flexible polymer
dielectric layer, such as parylene [137], can be used to
fabricate fully transparent, location-specific feedback
surfaces [52]. Such a device needs to be visually transparent
so that it can be unobtrusively laid over existing flexible
displays, enabling the generation of the location-specific,
real-time programmable textures. A graphene-based pro-
grammable touch surface with flexible device architecture
was recently demonstrated [138]. A generalized device
schematic is shown in Fig. 14. It consists of a graphene-
based TC integrated on a flexible display, a flexible,
optically transparent polymer dielectric layer coated with a
nanostructured touch surface. This prototype flexible
electrotactile device accepts input signal patterns stored
in audio files from a mobile phone, can operate with a wide
range of applied electrical signals, and is capable of
generating varying touch perceptions [138]. When inte-
grated onto touchscreens, this could provide a completely
new interaction experience for general users, as well as
becoming one of the most essential communication media
for the visually impaired.
Fig. 13. (a) Battery structure. Each component must withstand
flexing in order to get an overall flexible battery. (b) Optical
micrograph of a flexible battery during flexing.
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VII. ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND
MOBILE DEVICES
A large demand for portable, on-demand energy comes
from consumer electronic devices like RFIDs, mobile
phones, laptops, netbooks, tablets, and portable music
players. In these situations, batteries, and more recently,
electrochemical capacitors, have been the sole solution.
Many advances have been made in battery technology in
recent years, with research primarily directed in two
streams. One aimed at: increasing energy and power
densities via new chemistry; new materials or by the
optimization of current systems; reducing the ratio of
inactive to active components to improve energy
density; increasing conversion efficiency and recharge
ability; as well as enhancing safety and environmental
characteristics. In particular,
• Nanomaterials play a big role in this development.
The fine level of structural control they allow (e.g.,
higher surface area, direct electron transport, hy-
brid materials, and granular control of architec-
ture) opens up possibilities for a greater control of
charge transport and surface phenomena at the
electrode interfaces. These developments have also
allowed the use of materials and chemistries
previously discarded, such as Si anodes [139] and
Li-air batteries [140], paving the way for further
enhanced energy and power densities. Some of the
benefits include high surface areas with controlled
porous structure for optimum ion penetration,
permitting faster charge/discharge capabilities
[141]. Fabrication of hybrid materials combines
high conductivity and high storage capacity in an
architectured fashion [142].
• Use of entangled nanomaterials, which tolerate
mechanical flexure without surface-occluding bin-
ders [143]. Nanomaterials, such as SiNWs, which
make use of higher surface areas, but also allow
mechanical tolerance for materials previously not
considered practical due to volume expansion and
cracking [139].
• Prevention of polymer crystallization, to improve
the ionic conductivity of polymer or ionic-liquid-
based electrolytes provide greater mechanical ri-
gidity and higher voltage tolerance [144].
On the other hand, much emphasis is placed on de-
signing alternative form factors, departing from the solid
bulk component toward thin, flexible [145], and even
stretchable [146] and transparent [143] devices.
The advent of nanotechnology is boosting the devel-
opment of energy conversion and storage. For example,
graphene has already been exploited for a variety of energy
applications such as batteries [147], [148], supercapacitors
[149]–[152], water splitting [153], and PVs [154]. The large
accessible surface-area-to-volume ratio of graphene makes
it very attractive for such devices due to their high stability
in electrochemical environments [149], mechanical flex-
ibility [155], excellent electronic [40], and optical
properties [52].
Although the use of graphene in energy applications
has just started, the results up to date are promising. For
instance, graphene-based supercapacitors outperform
those based on activated carbon, with energy densities
comparable with commercially available batteries [151].
Moreover, graphene could be used for a new genera-
tion of energy harvesting nanodevices, such as nanooptoe-
lectromechanical systems (NOEMS). These could access
energy sources arising at the nanoscale, converting energy
from environmental sources, such as ambient noise or
electromagnetic radiation, to mechanical vibrations.
This route opens up many possibilities, where device
deformation allows for transformability and new para-
digms of user interaction, such as in the Nokia Morph
Concept (Fig. 15). These advances permit yet another form
factor: textile integration. Textile-embedded electronics is
becoming a reality, and textile-embedded sensors are
likely to become ubiquitous. Hence, an energy source is
essential. Conforming to textiles puts significant strain on
Fig. 14. Schematic of an electrotactile surface integrated on a flexible
display. The ET surface consists of a TC, for example, based on
graphene, and a transparent dielectric layer, which can also act as
the touch surface. To improve the durability, an additional flexible
transparent touch layer may also be incorporated.
Fig. 15. The Morph mobile phone concept, where factors such as
flexibility and transparency become important. Courtesy of
Nokia Research.
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the energy storage device, requiring not only thin di-
mensions and flexibility, but also tolerance to stretch
(10%–20% strain) for full conformability. Fibrous struc-
tures are well suited to high surface area electrodes [156].
Working strains of up to 100% have been demonstrated in
packaged devices (Fig. 16) without any degradation in
performance. Previously unreported stretchable electro-
chemical capacitors have been tested at 50% strain and
have shown to offer impressive performance. These open
the panorama for many new possibilities, including the
integration of thin-film energy scavenging (e.g., PVs or
thermoelectrics) and textile energy storage.
The growing number of miniaturized integrated de-
vices has increased the total power consumption of current
mobile phones, mainly due to processing power, displays,
and RF interfaces [157]. Future devices may require an
ever-increasing power and longer term standby times.
Conventional batteries do not presently provide enough
energy density to meet these requirements [157], as pre-
viously touched on in earlier sections. Moreover, the need
for standalone devices, designed to work for long periods
without a power supply, is rapidly increasing [157]. Thus,
energy harvesting and storage is one of the challenges
facing mobile device makers.
Today, lithium batteries are widely used. The need for
ever slimmer devices is driving the transition toward
supercapacitors (Fig. 16) [158], [159], with reduced size
and weight, and with longer and more stable performance.
More efficient energy harvesting methods could create
completely autonomous mobile phones in the near future.
There are different ways to harvest, or scavenge, energy
from the surrounding or ambient environment, such as the
collection of low-frequency vibrations [160], heat (via
temperature gradients) [161], biomechanical motion [162],
and solar energy [163]. Among these, solar energy is per-
haps the most promising and was demonstrated more than
ten years ago by powering the Nokia 1611 mobile phone.
Si is by far the most widely used photon absorber and
currently dominates the market of PV devices [164], with
an energy conversion efficiency ðÞ of up to 25% [165].
Despite significant development over the past decades
[166], the high cost of Si-based solar cells is still a bottle-
neck for the implementation of solar electricity on a large
scale (in the absence of government subsidies). The devel-
opment of new materials and concepts for PV could be a
way to reduce the overall production costs, as well as
increase efficiency. The latter is crucial in view of appli-
cations in mobile devices that have a limited surface area.
Thin-film solar cells such as a-Si [167], cadmium tellu-
ride (CdTe) [168], copper indium gallium diselenide
(CIGS) [169], and thin-film crystalline Si are termed
Bsecond-generation PVs.[ The development of thin-film
solar cells has been driven by the potential of manufactur-
ing cost reduction. An even cheaper and versatile approach
relies in the exploitation of organic photovoltaic (OPV)
cells [170] and dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) [171],
[172]. They can be manufactured economically compared
with Si cells, for example, by roll-to-roll processing [173],
even though they have low . An OPV relies on polymers
for light absorption and charge transport [170]. It consists
of a TC, a photoactive layer, and the electrode [170].
DSSCs use an electrolyte (liquid or solid) as a charge-
transport medium [171]. They consist of a high-porosity
nanocrystalline photo anode, comprising titanium dioxide
(TiO2) and dye molecules, both deposited on the TC.
When illuminated, the dye molecules capture the incident
photons, and generate electron–hole pairs. The electrons
are injected into the TiO2 conduction band, and are then
transported to the counterelectrode. Dye molecules are
regenerated by capturing electrons from the electrolyte.
Thanks to its exceptional electronic [40] and optical
properties [52], graphene can fulfil multiple functions in
PV devices: TC window, antireflective layer, photoactive
material, channel for charge transport, and catalyst [52].
Graphene transparent conductive films (GTCFs) can be
used as window electrodes in inorganic [174], organic
[175], and DSSCs [154], as shown in Fig. 17. The best
performance achieved to date is  1.2% using CVD
graphene as the TC, with sheet resistance ðRSÞ230 /Ì.
and T ¼ 72% (at 550 nm) [176]. However, further
optimization is certainly possible, considering that GTCFs,
with RS ¼ 30 /Ì and T ¼ 90%, have already been
demonstrated [177]. Graphene-hybrid structures have also
been produced with RS ¼ 20 /Ì, T ¼ 90% [178].
Graphene oxide (GO) dispersions were also used in bulk
heterojunction PV devices, as electron acceptors achieving
  1.4% [179]. Theoretically,   12% should be possible
with graphene as the photoactive material [180].
An even larger number of functions can be covered by
graphene in DSSCs. other than as TC windows [154]. It can
be incorporated into the TiO2 photoanode to enhance
charge transport, preventing recombination, thus improv-
ing the internal photocurrent efficiency [181]. Here, 7%
efficiency was reported, higher than that achieved with
conventional nanocrystalline TiO2 photo anodes under the
Fig. 16. (a) Schematic of the supercapacitor. (b) Flexible
supercapacitor constructed on PE.
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same experimental conditions. Graphene quantum dots,
with tunable absorption, are promising photoactive
materials in DSSCs [182]. Further optimization is required
to improve the adsorption of these molecules on TiO2
nanoparticles, by covalently attaching binding groups to
enhance charge injection.
Another option is to use graphene, with its high
specific surface area [149], as a substitute for the platinum
(Pt) counterelectrode. Hong et al. [183] used hybrid poly
(3,4 ethylenedioxythiophene):poly (styrenesulphonate)
PEDOT:PS)/GO composite to obtain  ¼ 4.5%, which is
comparable to a Pt counterelectrode tested under the same
experimental conditions [183], but achieved using a sub-
stantially cheaper material. Graphene can therefore be
used to simultaneously replace both the Pt as catalyst and
ITO as conductive electrode [184]. This is another
important step toward cost reduction and large-scale
integration of DSSCs.
The combination of graphene with plasmonic nanos-
tructures offers a way to increase light harvesting
properties. This concept has been demonstrated in
graphene-based photodetectors [185]. This is promising
for mobile devices, where the small surface area requires
the exploitation of materials with high efficiency in
photoconversion.
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in
mobile and portable computing systems, such as wearable
computers, personal digital assistants, smartphones, note-
books, field computers, and sensor nodes. Despite the
growth in the use of wireless connectivity and increased
mobile computing, typically a mobile device still needs to
be periodically charged via the electrical network. Fur-
thermore, increase in mobile computing power and com-
munication bandwidth has resulted in higher energy
consumption [186]. Today, a key component of any mobile
system is a high-power and high-energy density battery
that can store sufficient energy as well as being lightweight
and compact [186].
An alternative approach is a scheme where the mobile
device generates some of its own power, thus reducing, or
even eliminating, the need for numerous charging cycles.
Manual power generation has already been used in some
devices. One example is the XO-1 laptop which is targeted
at school children in rural areas, where access to electricity
is limited. Below is an extract from an interview given to
the BBC News network by one of the XO-1 designers [187]:
BIn areas without access to the grid, various
contraptions have been designed to plug directly into
the laptop including a solar panel, a hand crank
(similar to those used on wind-up radios), a foot
pedal and a pull- string recharger, similar to a starter
cord on a lawnmower.[
Some powering schemes, such as manual power
generation, require human intervention. This may not be
practical in many applications, where devices are required
to operate independently and continuously.
Solar power is a globally accessible source of energy. It
allows mobile devices to operate in remote and inacces-
sible locations by removing the need for extensive energy
delivery infrastructure. It is a safe and environmentally
friendly source of energy. Solar energy harvesting systems
capture, via the use of various photoconversion technol-
ogies, incident solar radiation, and use a circuit to store it
in an energy storage unit. The intensity of the sunlight
prior to entering the Earth’s atmosphere is 1.3 kW/m2
[188]. After this, the intensity reduces, but can still be as
high as 1 kW/m2 [188]. Assuming an average light intensity
of 0:5 kW/m2 and 5 h of daylight, a solar cell array area
1 m2 in size, with 5% system efficiency, a mobile energy
Fig. 17. Schematics of (a) inorganic, (b) organic, and (c) dye-sensitized
solar cells incorporating grapheneVadapted from [52].
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harvesting system could generate and store 125 Wh/day. A
typical Li-ion battery cell used in modern laptops can store
60 Wh. Therefore, this estimate suggests that an energy
harvesting system such as this can produce over twice the
amount of the energy stored in a laptop battery in one day.
Such a high level of energy, combined with a suitable
power management system, has a potential to be a viable
energy source for a range of remote devices.
A mobile solar energy harvesting system [189] requires
a number of attributes to allow integration with mobile
devices. It should be lightweight and durable. Mechani-
cally flexible systems would improve durability and allow
enhanced integration. A candidate for such a system is a
thin-film system fabricated on flexible substrates. Thin-
film-based solar cells can achieve higher power per unit
mass compared with bulk solar cells (such as c-Si). For
example, power density achieved from thin-film cells is in
the range of 40 W/kg for triple-junction a-Si solar cells on
plastic substrate. Fig. 18 shows a possible integration route
for mobile energy systems, with a display unit, with the
aim of harvesting ambient illumination or some of the
optical losses within organic light emitting diode displays
[190]. A fully integrated energy harvesting system would
be the obvious next step, in which the energy conversa-
tion/storage devices and charging circuit, as shown in
Fig. 19, are seamlessly integrated on a flexible sheet.
Complementary circuits are essential building blocks
in today’s electronics as they facilitate low-power opera-
tion of circuits. Although simple energy management
circuits for energy harvesting can be realized using
conventional unipolar electronics, the use of complemen-
tary circuitry facilitates improvement in their efficiency.
Inverters are one of the most fundamental proof-of-
concept complementary circuits. Chen et al. [191] reported
air stable complementary polymer inverters fabricated
with printed top-gate electrodes and the semiconductors.
Both p- and n-channel polymer transistors show good
electric performance in ambient conditions. Atomic force
microscopy found that the P (NDI2OD-T2) films were
crystallized after drying. Postannealing would only reduce
crystal defects and grain boundary mismatches. It was
further confirmed by optical absorption spectroscopy, as
the shift in the absorption peak before and after annealing
was minimal. The feasibility of fabrication of low-cost
polymer complementary circuits with inkjet printing in
industrial environments was also shown.
VIII . WIRELESS SYSTEMS
Mobile devices offer almost seamless data connectivity, a
state which is enabled by rapid progress in wireless com-
munication networks [157], [192]. In addition to global
system for mobile communications (GSM) cellular radio,
it is now common for devices to be able to communicate
via a range of different protocols including wireless local
area networks (WLANs), Bluetooth, near-field communi-
cation (NFC), Global Positioning System (GPS; receive
only), FM radio, and wireless personal area networks
(WPANs). While these protocols have become important
drivers for the telecommunications industry, the autono-
mous flexible sheet/system should be cable free and also
have the ability for two-way communication.
A basic wireless communication system is shown in
Fig. 20. The source signal is used to modulate a carrier
radio wave whose frequency is typically in the range from
850 MHz to 5 GHz for mobile communications. The IEEE
802.11 WLAN standards cover the 2.4-, 3.6-, and 5-GHz
frequency bands, and currently 2.4 GHz has attracted most
attention. Fig. 20 shows that the transmitter and receiver
antennas play a key role as they provide coupling to the
Fig. 19. System components of a flexible, wearable mobile energy
harvesting system.
Fig. 18. A typical display system with PV mobile energy harvesting
system (adapted from [190]).
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physical communications channel, which is where the
signal encounters noise and other detrimental channel
distortions.
Many types of antenna geometries have been employed
in mobile devices, including the basic dipole. The most
commonly used geometries are microstrips, patch, and
planar inverted-F antennas (PIFA). These have the advan-
tage of being very compact, conformal, and can be made
resonant at several different frequencies to allow multi-
band operation. In addition, their planar nature allows
print-based manufacturing, advantageous when considering
integration with flexible structures. Antennas are commonly
fabricated on rigid substrates, since their geometry attributes
which determine their resonant frequency and any mechan-
ical distortion usually lead to undesirable detuning. New
device concepts using flexible substrates (for example,
polyimide, polyester, or silicones) have emerged, and so
increasing attention has been paid to flexible antennas
[193]–[197], which can be mounted on the nonplanar sur-
faces of a system. Fig. 21 demonstrates a flexible PIFA an-
tenna and a typical simulation before and after bending. The
resonant peak frequency remains unaffected [Fig. 21(b)].
Flexible and stretchable antennas have also been demon-
strated for applications such as clothing textiles [198],
medical applications, and flexible RFID tags [88], [199]. The
key advantages of such antennas are their robustness,
lightweight, and tolerance to moderate mechanical strain.
As an example, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)Va robust
silicone elastomerVis low cost, has tunable dielectric
properties, and can be repeatedly strained up to 100%
and has been widely used.
Stretchable antennas have been fabricated using
PDMS, which is usually cast on a photoresist mould with
the desired design [198]–[200]. The PDMS structure is
then peeled away and holes introduced for injection of a
liquid eutectic (Galinstan: 68.5% Ga, 21.5% In, 10% Sn,
 ¼ 3.46  106 S/m), to form the radiating elements, as
shown in Fig. 22(a), (c), and (d) [200]. The maximum
antenna gain at 2.5 GHz for such an antenna was measured
to be around 2.2 dBi, which is acceptable, but port impe-
dance matching varies from device to device, especially
above 40% strain, in the plane of the antenna. Another
recently explored route for fabrication of stretchable PIFA
antennas uses direct deposition of thin-film gold
[Fig. 22(b)] onto an elastomeric substrate. Similar studies
have shown that the efficiency of such antennas varies with
the thickness of the stretchable conducting films. Indeed,
it was found that there was an optimum thickness which
provides maximum gain [201].
There are, of course, some significant challenges for the
design of flexible antennas still remaining. Although
antennas made on flexible substrates offer many advantages,
one major drawback is that their performance is very
sensitive to the surroundings. The impacts of noise, shield-
ing, and attenuation during flexing are important para-
meters to address. For stretchable antennas, it is important
to note that the conductors such as thin-film gold [202] or
nanomaterials (e.g., CNTs) have issues, whereby their im-
pedance usually depends upon strain, which in turn affects
the antenna’s resonant frequency. Compensated matching
circuits are thus essential. Also designs which keep the
characteristic impedance to a minimum (50 ) during
mechanical strain are required in order to reduce losses.
Alternatively, materials with strain-dependent resistance
might be appealing since they offer the opportunity to
implement tunable antenna through mechanical stretching.
There are several groups of researchers working in this area
that have demonstrated such concepts [198]–[202]. Inter-
esting designs employing serpentine copper interconnects
Fig. 21. (a) Geometry of a flexible PIFA triple-band antenna rolled
aroundacylinder [193]. (b)BentPIFAantennasimulatedandmeasured
for return loss showing flat and bent measurement differences [195].
(c) Typical antenna rolled in a cylinder to measure the return loss.
Images courtesy of Nokia Research.
Fig. 20. General radio system diagram.
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have been used to demonstrate transmission lines for
stretchable electronics up to 10-GHz range [203].
Utilization of radio spectrum bandwidth in an efficient
manner is critical. Hence, the concept of cognitive radio
applications is developing, where radios can operate in a
broad spectral range with efficient low power consumption
by continuously switching to a free operating band. This
will allow more autonomous and dynamic use of the spec-
trum, with even greater demands on the device antennas,
flexible or not. Wireless technology will offer faster and
high-speed performance. Devices integrated with intelli-
gent computing using wireless sensors will keep every-
thing, everywhere connected thereby providing seamless
operation for the users.
IX. ELECTRONICS EMBEDDED IN THE
LIVING ENVIRONMENT
Buildings are responsible for high energy consumption
(40% in the European Union) and large CO2 emissions
(i.e., 36% in the European Union) [203]. New genera-
tions of active, controllable materials and devices with
flexible form factor are being investigated to replace more
conventional alternatives throughout the built environment.
Controllable insulation in residential and office buildings, in
accordance with the seasonal variations, can be achieved
with Bsmart window[ technologies [205]. These offer single
or multiple functionalities, for example, controllable change
in wavelength-dependent/independent light transmission/
Fig. 22. (a)A stretchable antenna fabricatedusing aGaInSb eutectic onaPDMS substrate [198]. (b) APIFA antenna fabricatedusing thin-filmgold
on PDMS. (c) A liquid metal antenna supported on PDMS. (d) The antenna self-heals in response to sharp cuts, such as those inflicted by a
razor blade [200]. (e) Shift in frequency as the antenna is stretched along its long axis; adapted from [200]. (f) The resonance frequency of
the antenna as a function of the tensile strain. The resonance frequency of the antenna decreased from 1.53 to 0.738 GHz as the antenna was
stretched from lo to l ¼ 2:20 lo. After releasing the strain, the resonant frequency returned from 0.738 to 1.53 GHz [199].
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reflection, direct/indirect energy saving (e.g., blocking sun-
light upon heating, hence lowering air-conditioning energy
consumption) [205]–[208] and even energy generation (e.g.,
integrated PV modules) [209], [210].
Building-integrated PV (BIPV) systems serve multiple
purposes, giving an advantage over conventional PV
systems. BIPV modules do not require moving parts and
fuel and do not create pollutants over their life cycle.
BIPV technology has been developed and applied to
glass façades or skylights for over two decades [211], [212].
The effect of BIPV modules on energy consumption must
be analyzed not only in view of electricity production, but
also for thermal and optical aspects [213]. Optimum design
(i.e., window-to-wall ratio, relative orientation to the daily
and seasonal sun position, etc.) needs must be achieved to
evaluate the overall performance of smart PV windows.
Electricity production and thermal (heating and cooling
loads) and optical (daylight) performances are intimately
interconnected.
A rapidly growing Si market has thus far dominated the
PV market. The less expensive alternative a-Si modules
suffer Staebler–Wronski (SW) degradation [214]. In a
typical a-Si solar cell, the efficiency is reduced by up to
30% in the first six months of operation, and the fill factor
falls from over 0.7 to about 0.6 [215]. The effect is tem-
perature dependent, such that performance tends to recov-
er in the summer months, while dropping again during
winter [215]. This light-induced degradation is perhaps the
most major disadvantage of a-Si [216]. Si and a-Si solar
cells also suffer integration problems. Si-based solar cells
are well established in rooftops or solar parks, but are not
suitable for integration into windows, other than façades
and shading elements. Thin-film technologies, although
already produced by several companies [217], suffer simi-
lar problems. They are not fully integrated into building
components, but just Bbuilding appended.[ Moreover,
traditional flexible thin-film systems do not usually meet
the legal requirements for façade integration. Most
importantly, they do not offer the degrees of freedom in
terms of design, as they are difficult to tailor with respect
to color or transparency. Additionally, aesthetics, while
irrelevant for the main function of the devices, certainly
has a significant market impact.
In this context, third-generation solar cells, such as
OPVs [170] and DSSCs [171], [172], are promising alter-
natives to traditional PV and meet the stringent require-
ments for building integration [212]. Incorporation of solar
modules into insulating windows will lead to a twofold
benefit: on the one hand, the windows will be provided
with functionality; on the other hand, PV modules pack-
aged in the middle of double-paned windows will be her-
metically sealed and isolated from water and oxygen,
enhancing their stability. Indeed, longevity is the largest
challenge in developing commercial BIPVs with lifetimes
approaching those of the windows themselves, which are
usually not replaced for decades.
Graphene is a promising candidate for the advance of
third-generation solar cells, as has been highlighted
throughout. It maintains its electronic [40] and optical
[52] properties even under extreme bending and stretch-
ing, ideal for integration in polymeric-rigid and flexible
substrates. This is important in view of integration not only
in windows, but also in other building components. Given
the large area requested for BIPV modules, the material
cost and deposition systems play a key role. Several ap-
proaches have now been investigated to provide a steady
supply of graphene in large areas and quantities, amenable
for cost-effective mass applications. Indeed, besides the
Blow-tech[ approach based on mechanical exfoliation of
graphite [218], [219], which has so far produced the highest
quality samples, graphene can now be produced on large
and cost-effective scale by either bottom-up (epitaxial or
Batom-by-atom[ growth) [177], [220]–[230], or top-down
(exfoliation from bulk) [231]–[235] approaches. Chemical
vapor deposition [227]–[230], [235], [236] and liquid phase
exfoliation [231]–[235] are the most appealing and can be
integrated in a roll-to-roll processes. Liquid phase exfoliation
graphene can be deposited over large areas by rod coating
(Fig. 23) as well as other techniques [138], [237].
BIPVs can also be integrated with smart windows.
Though the term Bsmart window[ encompasses a wide
range of devices, it is commonly referred to a narrower
category, the Bswitchable light modulators.[ Smart
windows can change the light intensity or the spectral
composition passing through them, while preserving trans-
parency, or can completely switch from transparent to
opaque. These can further be classified as nonelectrically
(NESSWs) or electrically switchable (ESSWs) devices, the
former including thermochromic [i.e., changing light
transmittance upon heating), photochromic (activated
upon ultraviolet (UV) illumination], and gasochromic
(activated upon gas exposure, e.g., highly diluted hydrogen
on WO3 windows). However, wide adoption of NESSWs is
limited due to the lack of convenient control mechanisms.
ESSWs are straightforward to use and most suitable for
controlled glazing in buildings. The three major smart
window technologies currently available are electrochro-
mic (EC) [205], [238], [239], suspended particle (SPD)
[205], [240], and polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC)
[205], [241], [242].
In EC devices using transition metal oxides (which are
large bandgap semiconductors, and hence, visually trans-
parent), the injection of electrons or protons through a
pair of transparent TC layers induces strong absorption in
the visible spectrum, resulting in a color change [205],
[238], [239]. The main drawback of EC devices is their
relatively slow response time, usually in the range of sev-
eral tens of seconds up to several minutes [243]. SPDs use
rod-shaped particles, suspended in an organic liquid or gel,
bound between a pair of TC layers [205], [240]. The par-
ticles change their orientation under applied electric field,
thereby controlling the light transmittance [205], [243],
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[244]. SPDs allow gradual control of transmittance, an
attractive feature for ESSWs, though critical issues like
cyclic durability and particle instability in suspension have
hampered their development [205]. PDLCs employ liquid
crystal (LC) droplets embedded in a polymer, sandwiched
between two TCs [242]. An electric field through the TC
electrodes controls the overall alignment direction of LC
molecules, allowing light modulation through the device
[242]. Though PDLCs are faster (around tens of milli-
seconds) and good control in transmittance can be
achieved using dyes, their main drawbacks are clarity in
the on state and UV stability of common LC molecules
[205], [243]. All these devices have their own strengths
and weaknesses and have been sporadically implemented
in different market segments. However, their widespread
adoption for glazing smart buildings is limited by their
long-term reliability and large areas required (several
squared meters) [205]. Production of large-area active thin
films in all these devices is challenging, driving the costs
up to $1000 per squared meter [205], [245]. Advancement
of large-area deposition of active materials on flexible
substrates is expected to bring the production cost down to
several hundred dollars per squared meter [205], [245].
The other critical factor is the requirement of very large-
area TCs. Graphene may be used as TCs for these
applications, providing low reflectivity and high optical
transmittance (> 80%), bringing the price below $100 per
squared meter, the target price for mass commercialization
[205], [245]. Provided the functional layers are flexible,
graphene will enable fully flexible smart windows. While
both CVD and liquid phase exfoliated (LPE) graphene
[205] are suitable, given the moderate sheet resistance
required for this application (G 1 k/sq. for SPDs and
PDLCs, G 0.1 k/sq. for ECs) [52], [177], combined with
the necessary large areas, roll-to-roll fabricated TCs on
polymeric substrates from LPE graphene are more likely to
dominate flexible or easily retractable smart windows and
related applications.
A graphene-based flexible PDLC smart window was
recently demonstrated [237]. The device has a contrast
ratio (ratio between on and off transmittance) > 230,
with 60% on transmittance across the visible spectrum,
and is able to operate under repeated flexion. The same
graphene-based TCs can be easily applied to other types of
flexible smart windows without any performance penalties.
In addition to incorporation of flexible TCs, LC-based
smart windows can be further improved by employing a
more advanced active switching layer. Using a new gene-
ration of high-performance Smectic A liquid crystal mate-
rials and recently developed know-how in the fabrication
of LC device structures on plastic, electrically controllable
optical film for use on windows that will enable the control
of solar radiation entering a building and will provide
digital display of information at low-resolution has been
demonstrated, as shown in Fig. 24. It has the advantages of
being light in weight, retrofitting compatible, bistable for a
zero energy footprint when not switching, highly trans-
parent in its clear state (the apparent haze when cleared
was due to the substrate in use), and capable of color
changing for smart façade and ambient decoration.
Smart window technologies are also being investigated
in automotives/aircraft and information display markets.
EC rear view mirrors with controllable glare have long
been produced. Smart window technologies are currently
being used in high-end automobiles and trains [246],
[247], as well as for showcasing displays and privacy pur-
poses inside residential and business settings. EC devices
have been introduced in the passenger windows of the
Boeing 787 [248]. Indeed, a futuristic concept recently
unveiled by Airbus [249] focuses not only on user comfort,
noise level, and fuel efficiency, but also on controllable
cabin transparency according to Blighting conditions.[
Such radical designs offer a glimpse of what this flexible
thin-film technology can evolve into in the near future.
Distributed photosensors, seamlessly integrated within
a building, is an essential feature of the future living envi-
ronment. The information from these sensors is used in
the building management system to create the Bideal[
living environment. Organic TFTs provide one possible
platform for photodetection with device photosensitivity as
Fig. 23. (a) General schematic of flexible ESSWs. The switching layer
can have a single or multiple functional layer, depending on the
window type. A mockup of an undyed PDLC-based ESSW when the
device is in the (b) frosted or OFF state, and (c) transparent or ON state.
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a key figure of merit. Photoresponse of organic TFTs using
PQT-12 as the organic semiconductor has been investigat-
ed using monochromatic illumination at a wavelength
which matches thin-film’s absorption peak [250]. Here,
unlike normal phototransistors, the drain current does not
increase monotonically with light intensity. Rather, it
tends to decrease after reaching a maximum. This over-
saturation behavior can be explained by considering the
useful polaron density to show that the photo-generated
electrons and holes, in the form of polarons, interact
with each other to trigger a recombination and annihi-
lation which dominates generation when the polarons are
closely packed, as shown in Fig. 25. The departure of the
useful polaron density from its linear dependence on light
intensity is associated with the average gap between pola-
rons equaling their mean free path. Using the corre-
sponding threshold values of useful polaron density, 1.6 
1017 cm3 and 2.2  1017 cm3, the polaron diameter and
mean free path can be calculated as 19 and 2 nm, respec-
tively. Potential applications of such behavior include
resolving details of weak light intensities without overs-
aturation due to nearby high light intensity.
The apparent shift of threshold voltage of flexible
organic TFTs under light illumination has been explained
successfully using a model detailed in [251]. The apparent
threshold shift comes from the increase in total current
due to the photo-generated current. The validity and the
consistency of this model were confirmed by a number of
measures, including an agreement between the apparent
threshold voltages of the device under illumination and
those calculated from computer models. Note that there
has been indeed a photo-generated current in organic thin-
film transistors, and that in these systems, where electron
and hole mobilities are similar, the apparent shift of
threshold voltage of the device under illumination is en-
tirely due to the photo-generated current, and the intrinsic
threshold voltage remains constant, both under illumina-
tion and dark ambients. For the case where electron and
hole mobilities are different, the intrinsic threshold voltage
is likely to change when an organic thin film transistor is
under illumination, as does the apparent threshold voltage.
X. ELECTRONICS FOR
HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTS
As our living environment evolves with time, we increas-
ingly encounter ever more hostile environments where the
Fig. 25. A sketch of polarons in the channel when ‘‘useful polaron
density’’ reaches a threshold value. In this situation, the distance
between two black dots corresponds to the polaron diameter.
Adopted from [251].
Fig. 24. 3  3 m2 plastic laminated optical control film-panels-based
SmA liquid crystal materials as assembled on a ethylene
tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) sheet. The apparent haze in the cleared
state was due to the substrate in use. Courtesy of U.K. Technology
Strategic Board (TSB) PICWIN Project.
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inherent benefits from the application of thin-film flexible
electronics becomes essential. For instance, consider the
accelerating pace of climate change [252], which has
resulted in an overall reduction in global rainfall [253]
leading to a shortage of fresh water supplies. This, com-
bined with the growing global population, has put sub-
stantial pressure on existing agriculture infrastructure
leading to increased food and commodity prices [254].
One approach in mitigating the effect of fresh water
shortage is conversion of abundant seawater into fresh
water via desalination [255].
Although a number of technologies exist to solve this
problem, their adoption has been limited to the developed
nations due to the high cost associated with the energy-
intensive processes and inherent lack of low-cost scalability
[256]. A number of reports have suggested that electrical
processes, based on parallel plate capacitive structures, can
be used as an alternative [257]. Fig. 26 summarizes this
basic concept. A bias is applied across parallel thin films
with seawater flowing in the interelectrode space. This
induces an electric field across the seawater, leading to a
drift in ionic contaminants toward the electrodes with
opposite charge polarities. Through the use of sponge-like
secondary electrodes, it is possible to adsorb and immobi-
lize these free ions leading to water purification. This de-
salinization process, compared to other technologies
available, primarily benefits from low energy consumption.
Furthermore, the low-cost, large-area fabrication processes
inherent in thin-film flexible electronics facilitate the crea-
tion of ultrahigh throughput systems at minimal expense,
as required for globally accessible fresh water production.
Increasing concerns on the global energy crisis, climate
change, decreasing availability of fossil fuels, and envi-
ronmental issues motivate research toward sustainable and
renewable energy resources. The key is the development of
efficient energy conversion and storage devices. Energy
management, used to decouple the timing of generation
and consumption of electric energy, is also fundamental
for cost reduction and increasing income from electricity
and heat generation.
Renewable energy was estimated to account for half of
the newly installed electric capacity worldwide in 2010
and has become progressively more important with a total
of 19.4% of the global electricity production, increasing by
21% since 2009.
However, renewable energy from wind, wave, tidal,
and solar sources is intrinsically intermittent. It is not
always readily available. For instance, although harvesting
energy from the sun is clean and safe, the supply follows
annual and diurnal cycles. This can cause design and
engineering problems in supply grids, in physical balanc-
ing for maximum power transfers and in overall power
capability, stability, and security. Solar energy must be
used as soon as it is harvested or suitably stored in a highly
efficient, low-leakage devices. Hydrostorage offers one
simple solution here. The effectiveness of local energy
management can be greatly improved by integrating stor-
age units with a local management system. This can also
drive the costs down as well as opening up new control
possibilities.
The thin-film nature of PV cells combined with the
possibility of the their fabrication on lightweight and
flexible substrates has allowed the development of high
energy density solar cell arrays (W/kg) [258] which when
combined with disorder thin-film semiconductors (such as
a-Si:H [259], [260]) resilience to high energy particles
(typically found outside the atmosphere) makes them ideal
for use in hostile environments, such as in space explora-
tion. Until now, however, their low energy per unit area
(W/m2) has marginalized their adoption in favor of ultra-
high efficiency GaAs solar cells [261] with comparable
energy densities [262]. However, the development of
recent proposals in spacecraft layout, which incorporates
large area, and flexible features such as solar sails [263],
could pave the way for the use of thin-film solar cells in
space exploration.
In addition to energy generation, that potential for large
area, roll-to-roll, low-cost deposition technique on flexible
substrates suggests that thin films and flexible electronics
could be used in systems for space-waste collection [264].
The Bcascade effect[ in space debris predicts that when
debris collisions produce large numbers of objects those
objects may undergo further collisions producing even more
debris leading to a power-law growth in the amount of space
debris [265]. This chain reaction, which could lead to the
closure of some of the more popular satellite navigation and
communications orbits within decades [266], had been the
subject of intense research by numerous international space
agencies. One possible solution recently proposed by the
JAXA and Nitto Seimo Co. consists of a conductive and
flexible net in Earth orbit [267], capable of collecting such
debris entering its path. The net’s multilayered structure
generates and stores charge, which, when interacting with
Fig. 26. A water desalination system with low energy consumption
based on capacitive technology.
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the Earth’s magnetic field, leads to a deceleration and
subsequent reduction in the net’s orbit. Eventually, the net
and debris re-enter Earth atmosphere and burn up, leaving
negligible residue. Here the durability and strength of the
net is critically important, and can be engineered through
the combination of various nanostructures while also
including appropriate coating technologies to optimize its
functionality.
Flexible electronics in hostile environments can also
find use in military applications. Increasingly high-tech
warfare requires enhanced access to energy supplies [268].
A mechanically flexible and durable product with light-
weight mobile power harvesting system, as depicted in
Fig. 19, is one possible solution.
XI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered some of the unique
properties and applications of thin-film flexible electron-
ics. Based on the current socioeconomic trends, we out-
lined some of the more likely technological future needs
and discussed the potential exploits of thin-film flexible
electronics in various market sectors.
We have shown that the novel properties of thin-film,
flexible electronics such as low weight, mechanical
flexibility and durability, simple device integration, along
with low-cost and large-area processability allow them to
be utilized in a wide range of applications from space
exploration to water purification, and from displays to
conformally integrated automotive batteries.
Future developments in flexible thin-film technology
are likely to enhance the performance of the devices
discussed here, leading to more widespread applications.
However, it should be noted that, as with any prediction
on the scale attempted here, unforeseen global develop-
ments may lead to inaccuracies in some of the
assumptions made. h
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